Helping our food stores
this Christmas
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Thanks for volunteering to help your local store this Christmas
This is your chance to get out there and experience what it’s like to work in our stores at one of the busiest and
most exciting times of the year – Christmas. It’s a great opportunity to experience the magic and the buzz in
store at this key moment; to work together, see some of the changes you might have helped land in stores and
show colleagues that, at Co-op, we succeed together.
Have a read through this guide and soak up all the
information on:
Dress code (page 3)
What you can expect to be doing (page 4)
Health and safety (pages 5-16)
Changes in 2018 you could talk to store colleagues about
(pages 17-20)

Send us feedback about
your time in store by
searching ‘Colleague
Ideas Form’ on the
intranet, or by using the
app on the store tablet.
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Dress code
Dress code
You don’t need to wear a store uniform. The dress code is ‘business smart’ – i.e. no
jeans or trainers.
Name badges
Please remember to wear your lanyard, we want our colleagues to feel safe and this
shows you are part of the Co-op team.
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What you can expect to be doing
• Replenishing stock on the shelves – Ambient, Fresh and Frozen from a delivery and the
warehouse. Remember to rotate stock on the fixture and look for products which may
be out of date
• Tidying/refreshing of displays – especially on bread, sandwiches and milk
• Cleaning a fixture where you think it needs it
• Check POS implementation against the guide
• Check for out of date POS on the ticket/SEL
• Quality checks on Produce
• Use the ‘WIBI – Would I Buy It?’ principal. If you wouldn’t buy it, then remove it from the
fixture
• Answering customer queries
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Health and safety: manual handling
It’s very important to know how to handle goods and equipment safely.
1. Plan the lift
• Can handling aids be used?
• Where is the object going to be placed?
• Remove obstructions such as discarded wrapping materials.
• For a long lift, consider resting the load midway on a table or bench to change grip.
2. Stable position
Your feet should be apart with one leg slightly forward to maintain balance. You should be prepared to move your feet during the lift to maintain
your stability.
3. Get a grip
At the start of the lift, slight bending of the back, hips and knees is preferable to stooping or squatting.
Don’t flex the back any further while lifting – this can happen if the legs begin to straighten before starting to raise the object.
4. Keep it close
Keeping the object close to the body for as long as possible while lifting. Keep the heaviest side of the object next to the body. If a close
approach is not possible, try to slide it towards the body before attempting to lift it.
5. No twisting
Shoulders should be kept level and facing in the same direction as the hips. Turning by moving the feet is better than twisting and lifting at the
same time.
6. Heads up
Look ahead, not down at the object.
The object should not be jolted or snatched at as this can make it harder to keep control and can increase the risk of injury.
Don’t lift or handle more than can be easily managed – if in doubt, seek advice or ask for help.
7. Let it go
If precise positioning of the object is necessary, put it down first, then slide it into the desired position.
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Health and safety: roll cages and stock trolleys
Always move the roll cage / stock
trolley smoothly and slowly.
Where possible, roll cages /
stock trolleys should be
pushed with the swivel
wheels closest to you. Never
pull cages / trolleys with
heavy loads as this could
cause injury.

Keep your hands inside
the cage when moving
through swing
doors/doors to avoid
banging your knuckles
and/or injuring your
hands!

Always wear appropriate
footwear with closed toes
and good grip to avoid
slipping when moving a roll
cage / stock trolley.

Before moving a roll
cage / stock trolley,
ensure it is stable and
not likely to fall.
If you need to, remove
some stock from the
top shelf.

If visibility is restricted
remove some stock or
ask a colleague to direct
you. Look out for
obstructions when
moving.
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Health and safety: slips, trips and falls
The main causes of slips, trips and falls are:

• Wet floors from water
leaks e.g. fridges or roof
• Wet floors from bad
weather e.g. wet clothes
or umbrellas
• Spilled produce e.g.
grapes or mushrooms not
cleared up

• Kick stools / ladders not
used, not used correctly
or not repaired /
replaced when
damaged or in poor
condition

• Damaged / lifting floors
not reported and
repaired

• Stairs / steps / handrails
not repaired when
damaged or in poor
condition

• Mats that aren’t laid flat,
ruffled or kicked over

• Obstructions left in
aisles e.g. stock,
trolleys, packaging
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How to prevent slips

Stay with the spillage to
make sure no-one slips, do
not leave it unattended. Ask
a colleague to bring the
spillage clearing equipment
immediately.

Display warning signs to let
people know about the
potential hazard but do not
leave the spillage
unattended whilst cleaning
takes place.

Clear the spillage using the
provided cleaning
equipment ensuring the
area is left dry.

Only remove the hazard
signs after the area has been
cleaned and dried
thoroughly.
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Reporting accidents or near misses
You must report any accident or a ‘near miss’. Here are some examples of what
might happen in stores:

• A colleague, customer or contractor has a slip, trip or fall, or
another type of accident.
• A contractor injures themselves whilst carrying out work at the
store.

This is where an accident nearly happens and is narrowly
avoided.
• A customer slips on a wet floor but manages to stay on their feet
• A roll cage falls over but no-one is hurt
• Something breaks and falls into an area where customers or
colleagues might have been
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Health and safety: using equipment
Using equipment correctly will prevent any accidents from occurring. Always ask store management if you are
unsure on how to use equipment. Further information is available on How do I.
Any equipment that appears damaged should not be used. Here are a couple of examples of damaged
equipment that should be reported to store management so they can be replaced, to make sure we keep
colleagues and customers safe:

Cracked or
broken kick
stools

Damaged ladders –
watch out for any
defects, are the
rubber grips
broken?
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Health and safety: fire
We must manage fire safety to:
• Reduce the risks of fires occurring
• Ensure any fires can be contained
• Ensure everyone can escape safely
Fire safety management cannot be successful unless individuals
have an understanding of how fires start, the common causes of
fires and what can be done to reduce the risk of a fire starting.

Heat Heat
By cooling
– a fire–cannot
or ignite
By cooling
a fireignite
cannot
continue
to
burn.
or continue to burn.
By removing the heat, usually with
By removing the heat, usually
water, the fire will stop.

with water, the fire will stop.

Fuel
Without fuel – a fire
will stop!

Air
By removing or displacing
oxygen a fire cannot ignite or
continue to burn. Removing the
oxygen by using a fire blanket
or carbon dioxide fire
extinguisher will stop the fire.
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Fire safety
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Fire extinguishers
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Using fire extinguishers: PASS
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Fire exits
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Food safety: chilled chain
• Food must not be kept at a temperature that might cause a risk to health.
• All temperature controlled food should be put into a chiller/freezer within 20 mins of delivery.
• Acceptable temperatures ranges are; Chilled 0-5C, Frozen -15C or colder, Ice Cream -18C or
colder.
• All parts of our premises need to be clean and tidy from floor and walls, to display units whether
that be fridges and freezers or shelving.
• Warehouse and preparation area should be spotless.
• Cleaning also applies to home delivery vans used to transport food they must be kept clean and
maintained in good repair.
• We should only be using Diversey products for cleaning in store – speak to the store manager if
you need more information. There must be adequate wash basins with hot and cold water, soap
and hand drying materials
• Date code checking controls, all ambient products must be checked as per the date code
calendar, and all fresh products must be checked daily and signed off in the customer legal diary
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Changes in 2018 – making Christmas that little bit easier this year
Colleague headsets

Tablets

• Encourage colleagues to report suspicious behaviour to a

• Encourage colleagues to share WGLL photos via e-mail with their area

manager straight away
• Encourage colleagues to call for support any time they need it,

manager and other store teams (link to HDI for how to do)
• Encourage colleagues to share visuals for Christmas and bulletin info

especially during the busiest periods at Christmas and New

• The POS guide can be reviewed using the tablet

Year

• Encourage the use of How Do I on the tablet for any key searches

• Encourage use of headsets to reduce use of the tannoy
• Enable colleague to request change, check on stock and
complete parcel collections with less walking

“We love headsets!” - TL
“Good piece of kit driving efficiency.
Easy change!” - SM

“It has made it easier already
and the potential it has is
massive”
Store of Excellence SM
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Changes in 2018 – making Christmas that little bit easier this year
Top shelves

HHTs

• Have the fastest selling lines closer to the shelf edge to maintain

Show store colleagues that the new devices :-

great availability over Christmas
• Get more of the delivery up onto the Top Shelves on the shop floor
helping warehouse and replenishment speed
• Make sure store are maintaining standards on Top Shelves so
they’re safe and not posing a threat to customers
• Encourage use of top shelves for key Christmas lines to support
replenishment near to the Christmas key trading days

“They’ve made it so much
simpler to stay stocked up.
Much better than expected”
SM

•

Are much quicker than the old ones

• Are better at scanning SELs with greater accurate
• Have a longer battery life
• Work like an app so are easier to navigate
• Are better at picking up signal in stores
• Don’t have as many errors appearing as the old ones meaning
less time spent calling into the desk
“They’re so much faster and
easier to use. Amazing!”
SM
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Changes in 2018 – making Christmas that little bit easier this year
Shifts

How do I

• Advise colleagues they can keep an eye on Shifts to see what

• Check all the policies and ‘how to’ guides you need to keep

times they’re working over the festive period
• Advise colleagues of the Holiday Booking feature which will be
coming soon to stores
• Encourage colleagues to check and update their Sales Forecast
on the Shifts website

your store running smoothly over Christmas
• Remind colleagues they can access it via their tablet and
share it with their teams to be fully briefed up
• Remind colleague to use the link at the top right of the
home page to add HDI to their own device, and to use the
store’s Wi-Fi network to get access

“This is great!”
“Shifts is the best thing we’ve done
this year”
Colleagues at RSC Q3 Hackathon

“Fantastic learning tool for new
management & T3s when
senior management isn’t in”
Colleagues at RSC Q3 Hackathon
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Changes in 2018 – making Christmas that little bit easier this year
One Best Way

MySafety

• Ensure you maintain a tidy and organised warehouse

• All incidents, accidents, crimes, near misses and Enforcement Officer

when putting away deliveries
• Encourage the use of labels in the warehouse as per the
guidelines
• Advise colleagues to listen out for communications in 2019
from the OBW team

(Fire, Trading Standards, Environmental Health etc) should be recorded
in MySafety
• Near miss is vital to report so that we can look at trends and to look at
processes so that we can address to stop the problem in the first place.
• The more information that is recorded on the form the more we can do
to support the team. The form is dynamic, if it needs more information it
will prompt it.
• Store teams should update and log new details when they come to light
– for example, we identify who a criminal is, a colleague returns after an
injury, or a customer admitted to hospital and relative come in to say
they are okay. The more details we have for any incident the better it is
for us to get conviction, to look at trends to stop the incidents from
happening again and using those trends to help giving stores what they
need.
• Banning letter requests are only for criminal issues where we know the
perpetrator, so it’s only in the perpetrator section.

